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Abstract

Concurrent access to shared data objects must be regulated by a concurrency control protocol to

ensure correctness� Many concurrency control protocols require that a process set a lock on the data

it accesses� Recently� there has been considerable interest in lock�free concurrency control algorithms�

Lock�free algorithms o�er the potential for better system performance because slow or failed processes

do not block fast processes� Process �slowdowns� can occur due to cache line faults� memory and

bus contention� page faults� context switching� NUMA architectures� heterogeneous architectures� or

di�erences in operation execution time� Much work has been done to characterize the performance of

locking algorithms� but little has been done to characterize the performance of lock�free algorithms� In

this paper� we present a performance model for analyzing lock�free algorithms that studies the e�ects of

slowdowns on performance� We �nd that lock�free algorithms are better than locking algorithms if the

slowdowns are transient� but worse if the slowdowns are permanent� One implication of this result is that

lock�free concurrent objects are appropriate for UMA architectures� but NUMA architectures require

special protocols�

� Introduction

Processes �or tasks� threads� etc�� in a concurrent system often access shared objects to coordinate their

activities� whether performing a user computation or maintaining system resources� We regard a shared

object to be a shared data structure and a set of operations on the data structure �in this paper we don�t

allow nested calls or inheritance�� The processes that access shared data objects must follow a concurrency

control protocol to ensure correct executions� Concurrent access to shared data is often moderated with

locks� A data item is protected by a lock� and a process must acquire the lock before accessing the data item�

The type of lock that a process requests depends on the nature of the shared data access� and di�erent lock

types have di�erent compatibilities and di�erent priorities� For example� read�only access to a data item

can be granted by the acquisition of a shared lock� while read and write access requires an exclusive lock�

Shared locks are compatible with each other� but an exclusive lock is compatible with no other lock�

Locking protocols for concurrent database access are well�known 	
��� In addition� locking protocols for

concurrent access to a wide variety of specialized data structures have been proposed� Examples include

binary search trees 	� ��� AVL trees 	
��� B�trees 	�� ��� priority queues 	
�� ��� �� and so on� Shasha

and Goodman 	��� have developed a framework for proving the correctness of lock�based concurrent search






structure algorithms�

The analytical tools needed to study the performance of lock�based data structure algorithms have been

established 	��� ��� ���� A general analytical model for modeling the performance of lock�based concurrent

data structure algorithms has been developed 	��� ���� The performance of locking protocols also has been

well studied� Tay� Suri� and Goodman 	���� and Ryu and Thomasian 	��� have developed analytical models

of the performance of Two�phase Locking variants in database systems�

Herlihy has proposed general methods for implementing non�blocking concurrent objects �i�e�� concurrent

data structures� 	�
�� In a non�blocking object� one of the processes that accesses the object is guaranteed

to make progress in its computation within a �nite number of steps� A non�blocking algorithm is fault�

tolerant� since a failed process will not make the object unavailable� In addition� fast processes execute

at the expense of slow operations� which �hopefully� improves the performance of the object� A typical

non�blocking algorithm reads the state of the object� computes its modi�cations� then attempts to commit

its modi�cation� If no con�icting operation has modi�ed the object� the commit is successful� and the

operation is �nished� Otherwise� the operation tries again� The operation typically uses the compare�

and�swap 	��� �� �� atomic read�modify�write instruction to try to commit its modi�cations �one work

uses the load�locked�store�conditional instruction 	���� and several special architecture that support lock�free

algorithms have been developed 	�� ����� While many additional non�blocking and lock�free algorithms have

been proposed� most have this essential form� Herlihy has also proposed methods for wait�free concurrent

objects� in which every operation is guaranteed of completion within a bounded number of steps� We do not

address the performance of wait�free objects in this paper�

Considerable research on lock�free concurrent algorithms has been done lately 	��� ��� ��� �� �� ���� The

researchers who work on lock�free algorithms claim that lock�free algorithms can improve the performance of

concurrent systems because fast operations execute at the expense of slow operations� Process �slowdowns�

can occur due to cache line faults� memory and bus contention� page faults� context switching� NUMA

architectures� heterogeneous architectures� or di�erences in operation execution time� While some work has

been done to measure the performance of lock�free algorithms 	��� �� ���� the performance of lock�free

algorithms relative to that of blocking algorithms has received little study 	���� In this work� we develop a

performance model of lock�free algorithms� Our model studies the e�ects of both transient and permanent

slowdowns in the speed of operation execution� We �nd that lock�free algorithms are better than locking

algorithms if the slowdowns are transient� but worse if the slowdowns are permanent� We extend the

explanatory model to a model that accurately predicts the utilization of the shared object�
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� Lock�free Algorithms

Herlihy 	�
� introduced the idea of a non�blocking algorithm for implementing concurrent data structures� A

concurrent algorithm is nonblocking if it is guaranteed that some processor makes progress in its computation

in a �nite number of steps� If a process sets a lock and then fails� no process can make progress� Hence� non�

blocking algorithms must avoid conventional locks� Herlihy describes a method for transforming a sequential

implementation of an object into a concurrent� non�blocking implementation� An object is represented by a

pointer to its current instantiation� A process performs an operation on an object by taking a snapshot of

the object� computing the new value of the object in a private but shared workspace �using the sequential

implementation�� then committing the update by setting the object pointer to the address of the newly

computed object�

If there is no interference� then the operation should succeed in its commit� If an interfering operation

modi�ed the object� the commit should fail� Since the object is updated by changing the object pointer�

a process should set the object pointer to the address of its updated object only if the object pointer has

the value that the process read in the initial snapshot� This action can be performed atomically by using

the compare�and�swap �CNS� instruction� The CNS instruction is available on the IBM���� the Cedar� the

BBN� the Motorola ����� family� and on the Intel ������ The CNS instruction is equivalent to the atomic

execution of the program in Code 
�

CNS�point�old�new�
object ��point��old��new f

if��point�old�f
�point �� new

return�success�
g
else return�failure�

g

Code � Compare�and�swap operation�

A typical non�blocking algorithm has the form of Herlihy�s small�object protocol� which is shown in

Code �� In this paper� we are abstracting away the memory management problems that can result in the

A�B�A problem 	����

object access�point��parameters��
object ��point f
object �old object� �new object

while�True� f
old object �� snapshot�point�

new object �� serial update�old object��parameters��





if�CNS�point�old object�new object� � True�

break	
g

g

Code � Herlihy�s small�object lock�free protocol�

One problem with the protocol in Code � is that the entire object must be copied� wasting time and

memory� Herlihy also proposed a large object protocol that more e�ciently updates a serial object� The

large�object protocol is similar to the shadow�page technique used to atomically update a disk�resident index�

Often� only the modi�ed portions of the object must be copied and replaced� The large�object protocol has

the same essential form as the small�object protocol�

Herlihy�s algorithms serialized access to the shared object� Other researchers propose algorithms that

permit concurrent access to a non�blocking object� Stone 	��� proposes a queue that permits concurrent

enqueues and dequeues� An enqueuer that puts a record into an empty queue can block dequeuers� so

we categorize the algorithm as lock�free instead of non�blocking� Stone�s algorithm has the performance

characteristics of a non�blocking algorithm� Prakash� Lee� and Johnson 	��� ��� give an algorithm for a

non�blocking queue that permits concurrent enqueues and dequeues� Their solution is based on classifying

every possible queue con�guration into one of a �nite number of states� The current state is de�ned by an

atomic snapshot of the value of the head pointer� the tail pointer� and the next�record pointer of the tail

record �the authors provide a protocol for taking the atomic snapshot�� When an operation executes� it

might �nd the queue in a valid state� In this case� the operation tries to commit its updates with a decisive

instruction �via a compare�and�swap�� If the queue is in an invalid state� the operation takes the queue to a

valid state� then starts again� The execution of the PLJ queue is shown in the program in Code �

object access�object instance��parameters��

object �object instance f
boolean done	 obj state object state

done�False

while�not done� f
object state �� snapshot�object instance�

if�object state is valid�

compute action object instance

apply action to object instance

if�successful�
done �� True

else
cleanup�object instance�

g
cleanup�object instance�

g
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Code � The PLJ Concurrent lock�free protocol�

Valois 	��� has developed similar non�blocking algorithms for queues� linked lists� and binary search trees�

Herlihy and Moss 	��� present non�blocking algorithms for garbage collection� Anderson and Woll 	� present

wait�free algorithms for the union��nd problem�

Turek� Shasha� and Prakash 	��� have techniques for transforming concurrent objects implemented with

locks into concurrent non�blocking objects� Every operation keeps its �program� in a publicly available

location� Instead of setting a lock on a record� a process attempts to make the �lock� �eld of the record point

to its own program� If the attempt fails� the blocked process executes the program of the process that holds

the lock until the lock is removed� The contention for setting the lock is similar to the phenomena modeled

in this work�

Some researchers have investigated hybrid techniques that are primarily locking� but can force processes

to release their locks when the process experiences a context switch 	�� 

�� These methods use non�locking

algorithms to ensure correctness�

Several architectures that support lock�free algorithms have been proposed 	��� ��� The cache coherence

mechanism allows a processor to reserve several words in shared memory� and informs the processor if a

con�ict occurs�

� Processor Slowdowns

Since the claimed advantage of lock�free algorithms is superior performance in spite of processor slowdowns�

we must examine the possible causes of variations in the time to execute an operation�

The �rst type of processor slowdowns are �small� slowdowns� Small slowdowns can be caused by cache

line faults� contention for the memory module� and contention for the bus or interconnection network 	
��

Another source of small slowdowns lies in the dependence of the execution time of an operation on the data

in the data structure� For example� a priority queue might be implemented as a sorted list� An enqueue is

slow when the list is big� but fast when the list is small� Lock�free algorithms can take advantage of small

slowdowns by giving temporarily fast operations priority over temporarily slow operations� For example�

a lock free algorithm would give preference to dequeue operations when the priority queue is large� and to

enqueue operations when the priority queue is small� permitting a greater overall throughput�

The second type of processor slowdowns are �large� slowdowns� These slowdowns are caused by page

faults or by context switches in multitasking parallel computers� If the process holds a critical lock and

experiences a context switch� all processes that compete for the lock are delayed until the lock holding
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process regains control of its processor� Many researchers have worked on avoiding the problems caused by

long slowdowns� One approach is to delay the context switch of a process while the process holds a lock

	�� �� ���� These authors report a large improvement in e�ciency in multitasking parallel processors by

avoiding large slowdowns� However� this approach has several drawbacks� It requires a more complex kernel�

it requires a more complex user�kernel interaction� and it allows a user to grab control of the multiprocessor

by having the processes lock �dummy� semaphores� Alemany and Felton 	�� and Bershad 	

� have proposed

hybrid schemes that are primarily locking� but which force processes to release their locks on a context switch

�using a technique similar to non�locking protocols to ensure correctness�� While these schemes avoid the

possibility of a user grabbing processors� they still require additional kernel complexity and a more complex

user interface� In contrast� lock�free algorithms solve the large slowdown problem without operating system

support�

The types of slowdowns that have been discussed in the literature are transient slowdowns� The cause

of the slowdown is eventually resolved� and after that the process executes its operation as fast as all

other processes in the system� Another type of slowdown is a permanent slowdown� in which a process

that is executing an operation on a shared object is always slower than other processes in the system that

access the object� A permanent slowdown can occur because a processor� and hence all processes executing

on it� executes at a slower rate than other processors in the system� The multiprocessor might contain

heterogeneous CPUs� perhaps due to incremental upgrades� The multiprocessor architecture might be a

Non�Uniform Memory Access �NUMA� architecture� in which some processors can access a memory module

faster than others� In a typical NUMA architecture� the globally shared memory is co�located with the

processors� In addition� the topology of the multicomputer is such that some processors are closer together

than others �for example� in a hierarchical bus or a mesh topology�� In a NUMA architecture� the shared

object can be accessed quickly by processors that are close to it� but slowly by processors that are far

from it� A process might experience a permanent slowdown while executing an operation because of the

operation itself� Di�erent operations on a shared object might require di�erent times to compute� For

example� Herlihy 	��� observed that enqueues into a priority queue experienced discrimination because they

take longer to compute�

In an earlier work 	���� we ran several simulation studies to compare the performance of our non�blocking

queue to that of a lock�based implementation under di�erent conditions� We expected that the non�blocking

queue would perform better than the equivalent lock�based queue if the execution times of the operations

varied considerably� In the simulation studies� the operations arrived in a Poisson stream and were assigned

a processor to execute the operation�s program� In our �rst set of experiments� we assigned a fast processor
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��� of the time and a slow processor 
�� of the time� Thus� we simulated permanent slowdowns� We were

surprised to �nd that the locking queue has substantially better performance than the non�blocking queue

when the processors experience permanent slowdowns�

In a second set of experiments� all operations are assigned identical processors� but the processors occa�

sionally become slow� Thus� we simulated transient slowdowns� Under transient slowdowns� the non�blocking

algorithm has substantially better performance than the locking algorithm�

The key observation is that the performance of lock�free algorithms relative to blocking algorithms de�

pends on the nature of the slowdown that the processes experience� Lock�free algorithms work well when

transient slowdowns occur� but poorly when permanent slowdowns occur� The models that we develop in

this work will explore this phenomenon�

� Previous Work

Considerable work has been done to analyze the performance of synchronization methods� Many analyses of

synchronization methods have examined the relative performance of shared memory locks� Mellor�Crummey

and Scott 	�� present performance measurements to show the good performance of their algorithm relative to

that of some test�and�set and ticket�based algorithms� Agrawal and Cherian 	
� present simulation results and

a simple analytical model to explore the performance of adaptive backo� synchronization schemes� Anderson

	�� presents measurement results of the performance of several spin locks� and suggests a new ticket�based

spin lock� Woest and Goodman 	�
� present simulation results to compare queue�on�lock�bit synchronization

techniques against test�and�set spin locks� and the Mellor�Crummey and Scott lock� Graunke and Thakkar

	
�� present performance measurements of test�and�set and ticket based locks�

Other authors have examined particular aspects of synchronization performance� Lim and Agrawal 	��

examine the performance tradeo�s between spinning and blocking� They present analytical models to derive

the best point for a blocked process to switch from spinning to blocking� Glenn� Pryor� Conroy� and Johnson

	
�� present analytical models which show that a thrashing phenomenon can occur due to contention for a

synchronization variable� Anderson� Lazowska� and Levy 	�� present some simple queuing models of critical

section access to study thread management schemes� Zahoran� Lazowska� and Eager 	��� present a variety

on analytical and simulation models to study the interaction of synchronization and scheduling policies in a

multitasking parallel processor�

Previous analytic studies of multiprocessor synchronization do not address the e�ects of slowdowns on the

performance of shared objects �the work of Zahoran� Lazowska� and Eager 	��� uses simulation to study the
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e�ect of scheduling policies�� Furthermore� most spin lock algorithms are of an essentially di�erent nature

than lock�free algorithms� In many algorithms �i�e� ticket locks� the MCS lock� QOLB locks�� competition

occurs when the lock is free� and afterwards blocked processes cooperate perform the synchronization� The

lock is granted in an atomic step in test�and�set locks� Hence� the analyses have primarily been queuing

models� or have counted the number of accesses required to obtain the lock� Lock�free algorithms have a

di�erent nature� because a process attempting to perform an operation must complete its operation before

another process performs a con�icting operation� Hence� the synchronization is competitive but non�atomic�

Only two synchronization algorithms have a similar form� In Lamport�s �Fast Mutual Exclusion� algorithm

	��� processes compete to obtain a lock using only read and write operations� However� the algorithm is

not used in practice and its performance has not been studied by analytical or simulation models� The

test�and�test�and�set lock 	��� is similar to lock�free algorithms in that blocked processors receive a signal

that the lock is free �a cache line invalidation�� then compete for the lock� The e�ect of slowdowns on

the test�and�test�and�set lock has never been analyzed� though the methods described in this paper can be

applied� However� the result is not likely to be of great interest because the test�and�test�and�set lock is

not widely used� and the discrimination due to a NUMA architecture is not likely to have a great e�ect on

system performance�

Considerable work has been done to analyze the performance of concurrent data structure algorithms

	��� ���� These techniques assume that the algorithm is lock�based� and concentrate on analyzing waiting

times in the lock queues� Since there is no queuing in lock�free algorithms� these techniques do not apply�

Researchers 	��� have observed that non�blocking data structure algorithms are similar to to optimistic

concurrency control �OCC� in databases 	
��� Optimistic concurrency control is so named because it makes

the optimistic assumption that data con�icts are rare� A transaction accesses data without regard to possible

con�icts� If a data con�ict does occur� the transaction is aborted and restarted� Given the relationship

between OCC and non�locking algorithms� we can try to apply performance models developed to analyze

OCC to analyze non�locking algorithms�

Menasce and Nakanishi 	��� present a Markov chain model of OCC in which aborted transactions leave�

then reenter the transaction processing system as new transactions� Morris and Wong 	�
� ��� note that

generating new transactions to replace aborted ones biases the transaction processing system towards exe�

cuting short fast transactions� These authors provide an alternative solution method that avoids the bias by

requiring that the transaction that replaces the aborted transaction be identical to the aborted transaction�

Ryu and Thomasian 	�
� extend this model of OCC to permit a wide variety of execution time distributions

and a variety of OCC execution models� Yu et al� 	�� ��� develop approximate models of OCC and locking
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concurrency control to evaluate their performance in transaction processing systems�

Of these models� the approach of Ryu and Thomasian is the best suited for application to analyzing

non�locking algorithms� Previous models of a similar nature 	��� �
� ��� are not as general� Other analyses

	�� ��� focus on issues such as bu�ering and resource contention� and assume that data con�icts are rare� In

contrast� the Ryu and Thomasian abstracts away the operating environment and focuses on analyzing the

e�ects of data con�icts only� Furthermore� the Ryu and Thomasian model produces accurate results when

the rate of data con�ict is high�

Our approach is to extend the simple but �exible model of Ryu and Thomasian 	�
� to analyze lock�

free algorithms� The Ryu�Thomasian model requires that if a transaction is aborted� its execution time

is identical to the �rst execution� However� we explicitly want to account for variations in the execution

time in our work load model �since lock�free algorithms are intended to be fast in spite of temporarily or

permanently slow processors�� Therefore� we start by extending the Ryu�Thomasian performance model to

account for two new workload models� We next apply the performance models to analyze several lock�free

algorithms� We show how the closed�system model of Ryu and Thomasian can be converted into an open

system model� We validate the analytical tools and use them to explore the relative performance of the

algorithms�

� Model Description

Data access con�icts in OCC are detected by the use of timestamps� Each data granule� g� �the smallest

unit of concurrency control� has an associated timestamp� t�g�� which contains the last time that the data

granule was written to� Each transaction� T � keeps track of its read set R�T � and write set W �T �� We

assume that R�T � � W �T �� Every time a new data granule is accessed� the time of access is recorded� If

at the commit point a data granule has a last write time greater than the access time� the transaction is

aborted� Otherwise� the transaction is committed and the last write time of each granule in W �T � is set to

the current time� The procedure used is shown in Code ��

read�g�T�
read g into T
s local workspace

access time�g��Global time

validate�T�
for each g � R�T �

if access time�g��t�g�
abort�T�

for each g �W �T �
t�g��Global time
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commit�T�

Code � OCC validation

As has been noted elsewhere 	���� lock�free protocols of the types described in Code � and  are essentially

similar to the OCC validation described in Code �� Both types of algorithms read some data values� then

commit if and only if no interfering writes have occurred� Although many of the implementation details

are di�erent �OCC and lock free algorithms detect con�icts with di�erent mechanisms� and an �abort� in a

lock free algorithm only makes the operation re�execute the while loop�� an analysis that counts con�icts

to calculate the probability of �committing� applies equally well to both types of algorithms�

Because an operation that executes a non�blocking algorithm acts like a transaction that obeys OCC�

we develop the analytical methods in the context of transactions� then apply the methods to analyzing

operations� Following Ryu and Thomasian� we distinguish between static and dynamic concurrency control�

In static concurrency control� all data items that will be accessed are read when the transaction starts� In

dynamic concurrency control� data items are read as they are needed� We also distinguish between silent

and broadcast concurrency control� The pseudo�code in Code � is silent optimistic concurrency control� an

operation doesn�t advertise its commit� and transactions that will abort continue to execute� Alternatively�

a transaction can broadcast its commit� so that con�icting transactions can restart immediately 	��� ����

We model the transaction processing system as a closed system in which V transactions each execute

one of C transaction types� When a new transaction enters the system� it is a class c transaction with

probability fc�
P

C fc � 
� A class c transaction is assumed to have an execution time of ��V �bc�x�� where

��V � is the increase in execution time due to resource contention� Factoring out ��V � is an example of a

resource contention decomposition approximation 	��� �
� ���� which lets us focus on the concurrency control

mechanism� and which allows the analysis to be applied to di�erent computer models� We will assume that

��V � � 
 in the analysis �i�e�� one processor per operation��

As a transaction T executes� other transactions will commit their executions� If a committing transaction

con�icts with T � then T must be aborted� We denote by ��k� c� the probability that a committing class

k transaction con�icts with an executing class c transaction� We model the stochastic process in which

committing transactions con�ict with an executing transaction as a Poisson process� Ryu and Thomasian

	�
� show that this assumption� which makes the analysis tractable� leads to accurate model predictions

under a wide variety of conditions�
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We di�erentiate between three models depending on the actions that occur when a transaction aborts� In

	�
�� a transaction samples its execution time when it �rst enters the system� If the transaction is aborted� it

is executed again with the same execution time as the �rst execution time� We call this transaction model the

�xed time��xed class model� or the FF model�� The FF model avoids a bias for fast transactions� permitting

a fair comparison to lock�based concurrency control when analyzing transaction processing systems�

The variability of the execution time of a operation could be due to resource contention� to decisions

the operation makes when as it executes� or a combination of both� In these cases� the execution time of a

operation changes when a operation is re�executed after an abort� However� some processors might be slower

than others� and some operations might take longer to compute than others� We introduce the variable

time��xed class� or VF� model to represent the situation in which processors can experience both transient

and permanent slowdowns� In the VF model� an aborted transaction chooses a new execution time for its

next execution� However� the new operation is still of the same class �i�e� on the same processor and the

same type of operation��

We might want to model a situation in which processors experience only temporary slowdowns �i�e� a

UMA processor and all operations require about the same amount of computation�� then fast on the next

execution� In the variable time�variable class� or VV model� a new transaction type is picked to replace an

aborted transaction �possibly a transaction of the same type��

��� Model Solution Methods

For a given transaction model� we can solve the system for any of the OCC models in the same way� The

method for solving the system depends on the transaction model� the FF and the VF models use the same

method� but the VV model is solved by using a di�erent method�

����� Solving the FF and VF Models

The solution method for the FF and VF models involves taking the system utilization U �the portion of

time spent doing useful work� and �nding the per�class utilizations Uc� The system utilization U is then

computed from the per�class utilizations� Ryu and Thomasian show that the equations can be solved quickly

through iteration�

The mean useful residence time of a class c transaction is denoted by Rc
a�V �� A transaction might

be required to restart several times due to data con�icts� The expected time that a transaction spends

executing aborted attempts is denoted by Rd
c�V �� and the total residence time of a class c transaction is

�Most of the results that we present for the FF model have been taken from �����







Rc�V � � Rc
a�V �  Rc

d�V �� The utilization of a class is the proportion of its expected residence time spent in

an execution that commits� Uc � Rc
a�V ���R

c
a�V �  Rc

d�V ��� The expected residence time of a transaction

�Ra�V �� Rd�V �� and R�V �� is calculated by taking the expectation of the per�class expected residence times�

The system e�ciency� U � is calculated by taking the expectation of the per�class utilizations�

U �V � � Ra�V ��

�
CX
c��

fcR
c
a�V ��Uc�V �

�
�
�

In order to calculate the per�class e�ciencies� we need to calculate the probability that a transaction

aborts due to a data con�ict� We de�ne ��k� c� to be the probability that a class k transaction con�icts

with a class c transaction� We know the proportions of committing transactions� so we can calculate the

probability that a committing transaction con�icts with a class c transaction �c by�

�c �
CX
k��

��k� c�fk ���

We can calculate the rate at which a committing transactions con�ict with a class c transaction� �c� by

setting �c to be the proportion of committing transactions that con�ict with a class c transaction�

�c �
�V � 
��c

b
U �V �

where b is the expected execution time of all transactions�

Given the system utilization� we can calculate the per�class con�ict rate� From the per�class con�ict rate�

we can calculate the per�class utilizations� and from the per�class utilizations� we can calculate the system

utilization� The output system utilization is a decreasing function of the input system utilization� In the

FF model� the utilization is bounded by 
� so the unique root in 	���
� can be found using a binary search

iteration� In the VF model� it is possible for the utilization to be greater than 
 �because of the bias towards

fast executions�� so the root �nder must use one of the standard nonlinear equation solution methods 	���

����� Solving The VV Model

In the VV transaction model� when a transaction aborts� it leaves the system and a new transaction enters�

As a result� the proportion of committing class c transactions is no longer fc� and instead depends on the

probability that a class c transaction commits� pc� and the average execution time of a class c transaction�

The solution method for the VV model is based on iteratively �nding a root for the vector �p�

In order to calculate the con�ict rate� we need to know the proportion of transactions Sk that are executing

a class k transaction� When a process is executing a class k transaction� it executes for an expected bk seconds�
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If one was to observe a very large number of transaction executions� sayM � then a class k transaction would

be executed about Mfk times� Thus� the observation period would take
PC

i��Mfibi seconds� during which

a class k transaction would be executed for Mfkbk seconds� By the theory of alternating renewal processes

	���� we have

Sk � fkbk�b ��

If the process is executing a class k transaction� it will �nish at rate 
�bk� When the transaction completes�

it will commit at rate pk� and if it commits� it will con�ict with a class c transaction with probability ��k� c��

Therefore�

�c � �V � 
�
PC

i�� Skpk��k� c��bk

� �V � 
�
PC

k���fkbk�b�pk��k� c��bk

� V��
b

PC
k����k� c�fkpk ���

Given the probability that transactions of each transaction class commits� �pc� we can calculate con�ict

rate �c for each transaction class� Given the con�ict rate for a transaction class �c� we can calculate the

probability that the transaction will commit pc�

Unlike the case with the FF and the VF models� for the VV model� we need to iterate on a vector� We

make use of a property of the system of equations to �nd a rapidly converging iterative solution� if F is

the transformation F ��pold� � �pnew� then F �p�� � � � � pc  	� � � � � pC� � F �p�� � � � � pc� � � � � pC�� where 	 
 � and

the vector relation � refers to component�wise comparison� In other words� the Jacobian of F is strictly

nonpositive� The algorithm that we use to �nd a solution of the VV calculates the ith value of pc to be

pic � �p
i��
c  F ��p i�c����

� Analysis

In this section� we present the calculations needed for solve the systems discussed in the previous section�

For each of the four types of optimistic concurrency control� we present the calculation for each of the three

transaction models�

��� Analysis of Silent�Static OCC

In this section� we examine the simplest OCC scheme� In the silent�static scheme� transactions access their

entire data sets when they start their executions� and detect con�icts when they attempt to commit�






����� Fixed Time	Fixed Class

In 	�
�� if a transaction executes for t seconds� then aborts� it will execute for t seconds when it restarts� If

an operation requires t seconds� the probability that it will be commit is e��t� since we assume that con�icts

form a Poisson process� Therefore� the number of times that a class c transaction with running time t must

execute has the distribution

P c
e �kjt� � �
� e��ct�k��e��ct

and has mean e�ct� A class c transaction with running time t therefore has a mean residence time of te�ct�

and class c transactions have a running time of

Rc�V � �
R�
�

te�ctbc�t�dt

� �B�c ���c�

where B�c is the �rst derivative of the Laplace transform of bc�t� 	��� Finally� the per�class utilization can

be calculated for the iteration to be

Uc � Rc
a�V ��R

c�V � ���

� �bc�B
�
c ���c� ���

We note that bc�t� must be o�t��e��ct� for the integral to converge�

����� Variable time 	 Fixed Class

In the variable time��xed class model� every time a class c transaction executes its running time is sampled

from bc�t�� Therefore� the unconditional probability that the operation commits is�

pc �
R�
t�� e

��ctbc�t�dt ���

� Bc��c� ���

The number of times that the operation executes has a geometric distribution� so an operation will

execute 
�pc times� The �rst 
�pc � 
 times the operation executes� it will be unsuccessful� Knowing that

the operation is unsuccessful tells us that it probably required somewhat longer than average to execute�

since slow operations are more likely to be aborted� Similarly� successful operations are likely to be faster�

In particular� an operation will be successful only if it reaches its commit point before a con�ict occurs� and

will be unsuccessful only if a con�ict occurs before it reaches its commit point� The distributions of the

execution times of the successful and unsuccessful operations are calculated by taking order statistics 	
���


�



bsc�t� � Kse
��c tbc�t� ���

bfc �t� � Kf �
� e��ct�bc�t� �
��

where Ks and Kf are normalizing constants computed by

Ks �

�Z
�

�

e��c tbc�t�dt

���

Kf �

�Z
�

�

�
� e��ct�bc�t�dt

���

If bsc and b
f
c are the expected values of b

s
c�t� and b

f
c �t�� respectively� then the expected time to complete

a class c operation is

Rc�V � � bsc  �
�pc � 
�b
f
c �

�

� bsc  p��c �
 � pc�b
f
c �
��

We observe that we only need to calculate bsc� because

bc � pcb
s
c  �
� pc�bfc �
�

so that by combining �

� and �
� we get�

Rc�V � � bc�pc �
��

Therefore� we �nd that

Uc � Ra
c �V ��Rc�V �

� bsc�bc

� pc �
��

We note that in the variable time model� the only restriction on the distributions bc�t� is that they have

�nite means�

����� Variable Time 	 Variable Class

For the silent�static VV model� we calculate the con�ict rate from formula ��� and the probability that a

class c transaction commits from formula ����


�



��� Analysis of Static�Broadcast OCC

In static�broadcast OCC� transactions access their entire data sets when they start execution� and abort

whenever a con�icting transaction commits�

����� Fixed	Fixed

The probability that a transaction restarts is calculated in the same way as in the silent�static model� given

the same con�ict rate� The wasted time per transaction now has a truncated exponential distribution�

bcw�� jt� �
�ce

��c�


� e��ct

As a result�

Uc�V � �
�cbc


� Bc���c�
�
��

����� Variable	Fixed

The probability that a transaction commits� pc� and the expected execution time of transactions that commit

bsc are calculated in the same way as in the silent�static model� The execution time of the aborted transactions

is di�erent� since a transaction will abort after t if some other transaction con�icts with it t seconds after it

starts� and it has not yet committed�

bfc �t� � Kf
c

�
�ce

��ct�
�Bc�t��
�

where

Kf
c �

�R
�

�
�ce��ct���Bc�t��dt

� �

���c
R
�

�
e��ct

R
t

�
bc���d�dt

� �
��Bc��c�

Since a con�ict aborts a transaction early� we can not make use of equation �
� to simplify equation �

��

Instead� we must actually calculate the expected values bsc and b
f
c �

bsc � �
�pc�
R�
� te��c tbc�t�dt

� �B�c��c��pc �
��

bfc � Kf
c

R
�

t��
�cte

�ct�
�Bc�t��dt


�



� �
��Bc��c�

�

��c � �c

�
d
ds
Bc�s��s

		
s��c




� ���cB

�

c��c��Bc��c�
�c���Bc��c��

�
��

Putting these formulae into equation �

� for Rc�V �� we �nd that

Rc�V � �
��Bc��c�
�cBc��c�

�
��

and�

Uc�V � �
bc�cBc��c�
��Bc��c�

����

We note that if bc�t� has an exponential distribution� then Uc � 
� This relation can be used to directly

solve a system where all execution times are exponentially distributed� or to simplify the calculations when

some execution time distributions are exponentially distributed and some are not�

����� Variable	Variable

In the silent�static case� a class k transaction executes for an expected bk seconds� In the broadcast�static

case� a transaction terminates early if it is aborted� The average amount of time that a transaction spends

executing a class k transaction� !bk� is the weighted average of the execution time depending on whether or

not the transaction commits� By using equations �
�� and �
��� we �nd that�

!bk � pkb
s
k  �
� pk�b

f
k

� �
� Bk��k����k ��
�

Therefore� the proportion of time that a process spends executing a class k transaction is

Sk � fk!bk�
CX
i��

fi!bi ����

and the con�ict rate of a class c transaction is

�c �
V � 

!b

CX
k��

��c� k�fkpk ���

where !b �
PC

i�� fi
!bi� Given a con�ict rate �c� we calculate pc by using equation ����

��� Analysis of Silent�Dynamic

In dynamic optimistic concurrency control� a transaction accesses data items as they are needed� A class

c transaction that requests nc data items has nc  
 phases� As the transaction accesses more data items�

it acquires a higher con�ict rate� We rede�ne the con�ict function � to model the di�erent phases of the


�



transactions� If a class k transaction commits� it con�icts with a class c transaction in stage i with probability

��k� c� i�� The probability that a committing transaction con�icts with a class c transaction in stage i is�

�c�i �
CX
k��

fk��k� c� i� ����

The con�ict rate for a class c transaction in stage i is�

�c�i �
�V � 
��c�i

b
U �V � ����

The amount of time that a class c transaction spends in stage i has the distribution bc�i�t� with mean

bc�i� and the average time to execute the transaction is bc �
P

bc�i�

����� Fixed	Fixed

As a transaction moves through di�erent stages� it encounters di�erent con�ict rates� The con�ict rate for

a class c transaction is a vector�

��c � ��c��� �c��� � � � � �c�nc���

Similarly� the execution time of a class c transaction is a vector �x � �x�� x�� � � � � xnc���� where xi is a sample

from the distribution with density bc�i�x�� The probability that a class c transaction aborts is therefore

P c
G � 
� e ��c��x

By taking expectations over the times for the processing stages� Ryu and Thomasian �nd that

Rc�V � � �

�
ncY
i��

Bc���c�i�

�
ncX
i��

B�c ���c�i�

Bc���c�i�

����� Variable	Fixed

We use the same transaction model as in the Fixed�Fixed case� A transaction will commit only it completes

every stage without con�ict� We de�ne pc�i to be the probability that a class c transaction completes the ith

stage without a con�ict� We can calculate pc�i by using formula ���� and substituting Bc�i for B and �c�i for

�c� Given the pc�i� we can calculate pc by

pc �
Qnc��

i�� pc�i

�
Qnc��

i�� Bc�i��c�i� ����

As in the case of silent�static concurrency control� the unconditional expected time spent executing a

class c transaction is bc� so that

Uc � pc ����


�



����� Variable	Variable

For the VV model� we use formula ���� appropriately modi�ed to calculate the con�ict rates� and formula ����

to calculate pc�

��� Dynamic�Broadcast

����� Fixed	Fixed

The analysis of dynamic�broadcast concurrency control under the �xed��xed model uses a combination of

the previously discussed techniques� Ryu and Thomasian show that

Rc
d � Rc

d�  Rc
d�

Rc
d� � B�c ���

Pnc
k��

�
k
�Qnc

i�k Bc���c�i�
�
�
� Bc���c�k��

�

Rc
d��V � �

Pnc
k��

h
�

�c�k

�Qnc
i�k Bc���c�i�

�
�Bc���c�k�� 
� �c�kbc�

i

����� Variable	Fixed

We can use formula ���� to calculate pc� For each processing phase� we can use formulae �
�� and �
�� to

calculate bsc�i and b
f
c�i� If a transaction commits� then it successfully completed each phase� so that

bsc �

nc��X
i��

bsc�i ����

If a transaction fails to commit� then it might have failed at any one of the nc  
 stages� We de�ne

qc � 
� pc to be the probability that a transaction aborts� and qc�i to be the probability that a transaction

aborts at stage i� given that it aborts� A transaction that aborts at stage i must have successfully completed

the previous i� 
 stages� and a transaction aborts at exactly one of the stages� so

qc�i �

� pc�i
qc

i��Y
j��

pc�j

If a transaction aborts at stage i� then its expected execution time is�

bfc�i  
i��X
j��

bsc�j

Therefore� bfc is the unconditional expected execution time�

bfc �
nc��X
i��

qc�i


�i��X

j��

bsc�j  bfc�i

�
A ����

We then use formulae ���� and ���� in formula �

� to �nd Rc�V ��


�



����� Variable	Variable

We use formula ���� to calculate pc� and formulae ���� and ���� in formulae ��
� and ��� to calculate the

con�ict rate�

� Model Validation and Experiments

We wrote an OCC simulator to validate our analytical models� A parameterized number of transactions

executed concurrently� and committing transactions con�icted with other transactions depending on a sample

from �� We ran the simulation for 
����� transaction executions� then reported statistics on throughput�

execution time� and commit probabilities�

Ryu and Thomasian have already validated the F�F model� so we present a validation only of the V�F

and V�V models �we also simulated the F�F model� and found close agreement between the simulation and

analysis�� In our �rst validation study� we modeled a system with a single transaction type� If there is only

one transaction type� the V�F and the V�V models are the same� so we present results for the V�F model

only �we also ran simulations and analytical calculations for the V�V model� and obtained nearly identical

results�� We calculated � by assuming that the transactions randomly accessed data items from a database

that contained N � 
��� data items� and that transactions with overlapping data sets con�ict� Ryu and

Thomasian provide the following formula for the probability that two access sets of size n and m overlap in

a database with N data items�

"�n�mjN � � 
�

�
N � n

m

�
�

�
N

m

�

We report the probability that a transaction commits for a variety of access set sizes and degrees of

concurrency in Table 
� The execution times in the static concurrency control experiments and the phase

execution times in the dynamic concurrency control experiments were exponentially distributed� The ex�

periments show close agreement between analytical and simulation results� though the calculations are least

accurate for the dynamic concurrency control when the level of con�ict is high�

We also performed a validation study for a system with two transaction classes� The �rst transaction

class accesses four data items� and the second accesses eight data items� To save space� we reports results

for Dynamic�Broadcast OCC only� it being the least accurate of the models� Table � reports simulation and

analytical results for the V�F and the V�V transaction models for a variety of degrees of concurrency� In

these experiments� f� � �� and f� � ��� We found close agreement between the simulation and the analytical

predictions�

��



V Static�Silent Static�Broadcast
access set size � 
� � � 
� �
� sim ���
 ���
� ����� ���� ����� �����

ana ����� ���� ����� ���
� ����� �����

� sim ���� ����� ���� ��

 ���� �����

ana ����� ����� ����� ���
� ���
� �����
�� sim ���
� ���� ��
�� ����
 �
��� ���
�

ana ����� ���
 ����
 ����
 �
��� �����

Dynamic�Silent Dynamic�Broadcast
� sim ����� ����� ����� ����� ���

 ���

ana ����� ��
�� ����� ����� ����� ����

� sim ����� ����� ����� ���
� ��
�� �
��

ana ����
 ��� ����� ���� ��
�� �
��

�� sim ����
 ���� �
��� ����� ����� �

��

ana ����� ��� �
�
� ����� ���� �

�

Table 
� Validation study of the V�F model� pc is reported for a single transaction class and exponentially
distributed execution times�

V Varying�Fixed Varying�Varying
analytical simulation analytical simulation

class 
 class � class 
 class � class 
 class � class 
 class �
� ����� ����� ����� ����
 ����� ����� ����� �����

� ����� ����
 ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ���
�
�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���

 �����
� ���� ���

 ��
�� ����� ��
�� ���� ���
� �����
�� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����
�� ����� ��
� ���
� ���� ����
 ��� ����� ����

Table �� Validation study for Dynamic�Broadcast OCC and two transaction classes� pc is reported� Execu�
tion phase times are exponentially distributed�
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	 Analysis of Nonblocking Data Structures

In this section� we apply the analytical framework to model the performance of non�blocking data structures

and explore several performance implications� Our analytical framework can be used to model non�blocking

data structure algorithms that have the basic form described in section � in Codes � and � While some

non�blocking algorithms use a di�erent mechanism 	��� 
�� ��� most of the recently proposed methods

	��� ��� 
�� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� are similar to these techniques�

	�� Atomic Snapshot

We examine �rst the algorithms similar to Code � in which taking the snapshot consists performing one

read �i�e�� reading the pointer to the object�� This approach is used by Herlihy 	�
�� is a step in Turek�s

algorithms 	��� and is an approximation to the algorithms proposed by Prakash et al� 	���� Valois 	��� ����

and Harathi and Johnson 	
���

We want to model both transient and permanent slowdowns� The V�F model accounts for transient and

permanent slowdowns� and the V�V model permits transient slowdowns only� We are modeling algorithms

in which the snapshot is performed atomically� so the operations execute SS transactions�

In Herlihy�s algorithms� every operation con�icts with every other� so � � 
� In our experiments� we use

two transaction classes to model the fast and slow processors� The �rst transaction class models the fast

processors� Its execution time is chosen uniformly randomly in 	��� 
���� and f� � ��� The execution time of

the second transaction class� which represents the slow processors� is chosen uniformly randomly in 	�� 
���

and f� � �
�

We plot the throughput of the nonblocking queue for the permanent and transient slowdown models

�VF and VV� against increasing V in Figure 
� For comparison� we also plot the throughput of the locking

algorithm algorithm� which is a constant 
�b � 
�
��� The nonblocking queue in the permanent slowdown

model has a lower throughput than the locking queue� in spite of the preference shown towards fast executions�

This phenomena occurs because of the extremely long times required for the completion of the operations

executed on the slow processors� These running times are shown in Figure �� The throughput of the transient

slowdown model increases with increasing V � and is considerably greater than that of the locking queue�

These model predictions are in agreement with our simulation results 	����

The Ryu and Thomasian models assume a closed system and calculate the throughput and response time

as a function of the the number of competing operations� Access to a shared data structure can be better

modeled as an open system� in which operations arrive� receive service� then depart� We can use the results

��



from the closed�system model to approximate the performance measures of an open system� The throughput

values for the closed system are used for the state�dependent service rates in a �ow�equivalent server 	
��

The steps to compute open system response times in the FF and the VF transaction models are�


� For V � 
� � � � �MAX� calculate the per�class and average response times�

�� Model the number of jobs in the system as a �nite�bu�er queue� Use the average response times �across

all transaction types� as the state�dependent service times� Given the arrival rate �� calculate the state

occupancy probabilities�

� Use the state occupancy probabilities to weight the per�class response times and compute the average

response time by taking the sum�

In the VV model� per�class execution times aren�t meaningful� Instead� one calculates the average trans�

action execution time� The expected probability that a VV transaction commits is� PV V
c �

PC

k�� fkbkpk�b�

A transaction re�executes until it commits� Thus� the number of executions has a geometric distribution�

with expected value 
�PVV
c � Therefore� the expected time to execute a transaction is

R�V � � b�PV V
c

� 
��
PC

k�� fkbkpk�

Using the parameters from the previous experiment� we plot the response time of the single�snapshot

algorithm under the permanent and the transient slowdown processor models against an increasing arrival

rate in Figure � We also report the results of a simulation for both of the processor models� The chart

shows that the VV analytical model accurately predicts response times of the transient slowdown model�

but that the VF model is overly optimistic� Figure � compares analytical and simulation predictions of the

probability that the system is idle for both processor models� Here we can see again that the VV model

makes accurate predictions� while the VF model is too optimistic� We include in Figure  a plot of the

response time of an equivalent locking algorithm �modeled by a M�G�
 queue 	���� The locking algorithm

has a considerably better response time than the non�blocking algorithm under the permanent slowdown

model� The non�blocking algorithm under the transient slowdown model has a similar response time under

a light load� but a lower response time under a heavy load�

In observing the simulations� we noticed that the response time of operations that are alone in the system

when they complete is close to response times when there are two operations in the system� This occurs

because the jobs that complete when they are alone in the system are often slow jobs that had been forced to

�



restart several times� We therefore make an approximation �which we call VF approx� to the �ow�equivalent

by setting the service rate when there is one operation in the system to that when there are two jobs in the

system� The predictions made by this approximation for the VF model are labeled VF approx in Figures 

and �� The VF approx makes poor predictions of response times� but accurate predictions of the system

utilization�

To test the robustness of our models in the face of di�erent service time distributions� we ran the

experiments with the permanent slowdown processor model where the service time distributions have an

exponential distribution� The results of these experiments are shown in Figures � and �� These �gures also

show that the VF model is too optimistic� and that the VF approx model makes poor predictions of the

response times but good predictions of the system utilization�

	�� Composite Snapshot

Several non�blocking algorithms take a snapshot of several variables to determine the state of the data

structure 	��� ��� ��� 
�� ���� While taking an atomic composite snapshot requires a more complex algorithm�

it reduces the amount of copying needed to perform an operation� which improves performance� In addition�

architectures that support lock�free algorithms have been proposed 	�� ���� These architectures allow a

process to reserve several words of shared memory� and inform the processor if a con�icting write occurs�

Code �� taken from 	���� shows a typical protocol to take an atomic snapshot for an algorithm that

implements a non�blocking queue� The nonblocking queue needs to determine the simultaneous values of the

three variables in order to determine the state of the queue� We call the three variables A� B� and C� and the

protocol reads their simultaneous values into my A� my B� and my C�

repeat

my A�A

repeat

my B�B

my C�C

until�B �� my B�

until�A �� my A�

Code � Composite snapshot�

During the time that an operation is taking a snapshot� a modi�cation to the data structure can cause

the snapshot to fail� Further� as the snapshot is taken� di�erent modi�cations can cause the snapshot to

fail� Thus� while the snapshot is in progress� the operation uses DB optimistic concurrency control� After

the snapshot is successfully taken� the operation calculates its update� then attempts to commit its update�

��



The operation will not abort during the time that it calculates its update� so this stage of the operation uses

SS optimistic concurrency control�

Since the optimistic concurrency control used for composite�snapshot non�blocking algorithms is a varia�

tion of the DB concurrency control� we use the methods similar to those discussed in section ��� to calculate

the execution times and the probability of success� The last stage in the calculation will not terminate early

when a con�icting commits� Therefore� the value of bfc�nc�� in ���� should be calculated using the method

described in section ��
���

bf�SSc � bc�B
�

c��c�
��Bc��c�

���

We assume that an operation is equally likely to be an enqueue or a dequeue operation� and that the

queue is usually full� In this case� when an enqueue operation commits� it kills all other enqueue operations�

and the same applies to the dequeue operations� Therefore� one operation kills another upon commit with

probability 
��� We start counting the operation�s execution from the point when it executes the statement

my A�A� The �rst stage ends when the �rst until statement is executed� and requires � instructions� The

second stage ends when the second until statement is executed� and requires 
 instruction� The third stage

ends when the operation tries to commit its operation� and requires � instructions� Fast processors require a

time uniformly randomly chosen in 	��� 
��� to execute the instructions in a stage� and slow processors require

a time uniformly randomly chosen between in 	�� 
��� That is� the time to execute a stage is the number of

instructions in the stage multiplied by a sample uniformly randomly selected from 	lo� hi��

The results of the experiments are shown in Figures � and �� These �gures show the response times and

idle probability� respectively� Again we draw the conclusions that the VV model makes accurate predictions�

that the VF model is too optimistic� and that the VF approx model makes poor predictions of response

times but good predictions of the idle probability�


 Conclusion

In this work we present a model for analyzing the performance of a large class of non�locking algorithms� This

model is an extension of the Ryu and Thomasian model of Optimistic concurrency control� Our extensions

allow operations to resample their execution time if they abort �VF transaction model�� and also to change

that change their operation class �VV transaction model�� We validate our models in a closed system under

a variety of concurrency control models�

We next apply the analytical tools to compare the performance of non�locking and locking algorithms

for shared objects� We use two processor models� In the permanent slowdown model� the execution speed

��



of the processor is �xed� modulo small variations� In the transient slowdown model� the execution speed

of a processor changes between executions� We use the VF transaction model for the permanent slowdown

processor model and the VV transaction model for the transient slowdown processor model� Permanent

slowdowns can occur due to NUMA architectures� heterogeneous architectures� or di�erences in operation

execution time� Transient slowdowns can occur due to cache line faults� memory and bus contention� page

faults� context switching� or data�dependent operation execution times�

We compared the performance of the non�locking and the locking algorithms in a closed system� and

found that non�locking algorithms in the variable speed model have signi�cantly better throughput than

the locking algorithm� but that non�locking algorithms in the permanent slowdown model have signi�cantly

worse throughput� While the closed system model does not give direct performance results for a real system�

it indicates the relative performance of the algorithms and it provides a bound on the rate at which operations

can execute�

We extend the closed system model to an open system by using a �ow�equivalent approximation� The

analytical results of this approximation show the same performance ranking with respect to response times

as exists in the closed system� Further� the VV model is slightly pessimistic� while the VF model is very

optimistic� making us more con�dent in our performance ranking� We describe a further approximation that

lets us accurately calculate the utilization of the concurrent object in the VF model� The analytical models

are accurate enough to be useful in predicting the impact of a non�locking concurrent object on system

performance�

This work indicates that non�locking algorithms have the potential to provide better performance than

locking algorithms when the processors executing the operations experience transient slowdowns only� Thus�

lock�free algorithms are appropriate on UMA architectures when all operations on the data require about the

same processing time� However� our work shows that lock�free algorithms have poor performance when the

processors can experience permanent slowdowns� Slow processors receive signi�cant discrimination� reducing

overall throughput� Thus� lock�free algorithms are not appropriate on heterogeneous or NUMA architectures�

or when some types of operations require signi�cantly more computation than others� In these cases� non�

blocking algorithms must incorporate a fairness mechanism to provide good performance� Approachs to such

mechanisms are described in 	�� 

��
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